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ABSTRACT 
Eddy current nondestructive testing (NDT) methods are extensively used in the 
inspection of aging aircrafts. Thousands of fasteners and bonded joints on each aircraft 
should be inspected and in order to handle the huge task, fast, accurate and cost effective 
inspection methods are clearly needed. Some of the challenges encountered in eddy current 
testing are (1) detection of corrosions or cracks in the multi-layer structures, (2) detection of 
cracks under the fastener (CUF), (3) detection of surface and subsurface defects close to 
edges. 
Conventional eddy current inspection method is time consuming due to the small probe 
size and large inspection area. Furthermore it requires trained operators for data 
interpretation. Development of new techniques for rapid and accurate inspection is of 
considerable interest to the aviation industry. In this dissertation, a more recent eddy current 
technique called magneto-optic imaging (MOI) is studied. 
The availability of a theoretical model that can simulate the MOI system performance is 
extremely important for understanding and optimizing the MOI sensor and hardware system. 
In this dissertation, finite element (FE) methods have been applied to numerically compute 
the electromagnetic fields associated with MOI testing with respect to variation in parameters 
such as operating frequency, source current and sensor parameters. Most of the testing 
geometries are three-dimensional and consequently the FE models require extensive 
computational resources. This paper presents a robust FE model based on A-V formulation 
and a fast iterative solver, which offers a distinct advantage in terms of computational time 
and data storage. 
A major contribution of this work is the development of Element-Free Galerkin (EFG) 
method for NDE applications. In order to model the complex CUF geometry, EFG method 
has been studied. Two and three-dimensional models for Poisson equation and diffusion 
equation, describing static or low frequency problems, have been developed and compared 
with conventional FE methods. EFG methods have also been applied to multi-frequency and 
pulsed eddy current problems. Simulation results clearly demonstrate the feasibility of the 
method for time-dependent field applications. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Nondestructive testing (NDT) methods are widely used in industry to control product 
qualities. It may be defined as the inspection of an object or material with technology that 
does not affect its future usefulness. NDT can be used without any physical damage to the 
test specimen [1]. Consequently, NDT provides an excellent balance between quality control 
and cost-effectiveness. NDT is applied not only to locate a detect, but also to provide 
information about the defect such as size, shape, and orientation. Furthermore, it may also be 
used to characterize material properties. Common NDT techniques include ultrasonic testing, 
magnetic flux leakage testing, and eddy current testing etc. 
1.1 Eddy Current Testing 
Eddy current methods of NDT are one of the most commonly used methods for 
evaluating the integrity of materials in industry [2]. A traditional eddy current test set up 
involves a probe consisting of a coil or a set of coils excited by a time varying current 
waveform (Figure 1.1). When this probe is placed close to a conducting material, it induces 
eddy current inside the specimen (Faraday's law). The magnetic field generated by the eddy 
current (Ampere's law) opposes the field produced by the probe coil (Lenz's law). The net 
effect is a change in the magnetic flux linking the coil which by definition is the coil 
impedance [3] [4]. 
Defects in the test sample disturb the eddy current distribution which in turn alters the net 
magnetic flux linking the coil. Consequently the presence of a defect is detected as a change 
2 
of the coil impedance. The changes of coil impedance could be measured as the probe scans 
the specimen. 
Sour 
Eddy current 
Conducting plate 
Figure 1.1 Eddy current testing [4], 
Eddy current techniques are widely used in the inspection of aircraft structure composed 
largely of conducting material. It is more suitable to detect surface flaws or subsurface flaws 
close to the surface because of the skin depth effect. It can be shown that the current density 
decays with the depth inside the conducting material. The amplitude of fields at a depth 
x could be expressed as 
where A0 is the amplitude of field on the surface of a half-infinite conducting plate. And S 
is the skin depth given by [5] [6] 
Ax = A>* * (1.1) 
(1.2) 
a : the conductivity of the plate. 
ju : the permeability of the plate. 
3 
/ : the frequency of the excitation. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
With the continuous growth of air transportation, more and more aircrafts have to be 
maintained to extend their service lifetime. For flight safety, it is critical to have periodic 
inspections of aging aircrafts. Thousands of fasteners and bonded joints on each aircraft 
should be inspected and in order to handle the huge task, fast, accurate and cost effective 
inspection methods are clearly needed. 
Some of the challenges encountered in eddy current testing are (I) detection of corrosions 
or cracks in the multiple layers as shown in Figure 1.2, (2) detection of cracks under the 
fastener (CUF) as shown in Figure 1.3, (3) detection of defects close to edges [3] [4]. 
z. / 
Aluminum plate Corrosion dome 
/ 
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Aluminum plate Corrosion dome 
Figure 1.2 Corrosions in multiple layer structure. 
4 
Fastener Defect 
Aluminum plate 
Figure 1.3 Side view of crack under fastener. 
Conventional eddy current inspection methods is time consuming due to the small probe 
size and large inspection area; also it requires trained operators for data interpretation. 
Development of new technique for rapid and accurate inspection is of considerable interest to 
the aviation industry. In this dissertation, a more recent eddy current technique called 
magneto-optic imaging is studied. 
1.3 Magneto-Optic Imaging 
Magneto-optic imaging (MOI) is a relatively new sensor application of bubble memory 
technology to nondestructive inspection. The MOI uses a magneto-optic (MO) sensor to 
produce easy to interpret analog images of magnetic flux leakage from surface and 
subsurface crack or corrosion in aging aircraft skin structure. The principles of the magneto-
optic imaging is based on Faraday induction and Faraday rotation effect. Eddy current in the 
test specimen is produced by electromagnetic induction; Faraday rotation effect is applied to 
produce magneto-optic images of magnetic flux associated with the eddy currents [7] [8]. 
5 
A schematic of MOI instrument is shown in Figure 1.4 [9]-[ll], A copper foil carries 
time-varying currents at low frequency (1.5 - 200KHz), which induces eddy currents in the 
test specimen. When there are no defects, the associated magnetic flux is tangential to the 
specimen surface. Anomalies in the specimen result in the generation of a normal component 
of the magnetic flux density. This magnetic flux leakage is then imaged using Faraday 
rotation effect. A linear polarized light is incident normally on the MO sensor placed above 
the copper foil. The flux leakage will rotate the plane of polarization of the incident light. 
When the light reflected from the MO sensor, it is viewed by analyzer, the local occurrence 
of normal magnetic flux is seen as dark' areas depending on the direction of the fields. The 
principles on MOI technique are introduced in following sections. 
Uvjotm 
Light saam / 
Figure 1.4 Schematic of MOI instrument. 
1.4 Physical Principle of Magneto-Optic Effect 
The Magneto-optic effect describes the interactions between magnetized material and 
light [12]. At a macroscopic level, these interactions could be characterized by the 
constitutive relations, 
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D = eÈ (1.3a) 
B=/iH (1.3b) 
Where D is electric flux density, É is electric field intensity, B is magnetic flux density 
and H is magnetic filed intensity. £ is permittivity tensor of the medium, and )i is 
permeability tensor of the medium. Equation (1.3) describes how the materials respond to the 
electromagnetic fields. 
When a magnetic field H is applied to a magnetic medium, a change in the 
magnetization M will occur, and can be described by 
M = (1.4) 
where x is the magnetic susceptibility tensor of the medium. 
The change in magnetization in turn induces a perturbation in the permittivity tensor e. This 
phenomenon is called the magneto-optic effect [13). 
£=£ j k (M)  = £ 0 (£ r S j k  +if l e j k t M, +f ju m M,Af m )  (1.5) 
where i  = V-ï, j  and k  takes values 1,2 or 3. M X , M 2  and M }  stands for magnetization 
components along the principle axes X, Y, and Z respectively. £r is the relative 
permittivity in the paramagnetic state (Af =0). fx and fjUm are the first and second order 
magneto-optic factors respectively, and ejkl is the antisymmetric alternate index of the third 
order. 
Considering the first order magneto-optic factor, the permittivity tensor is given by 
£  = £ r  
£r (fi^3 
- i f iMi  £ r  i f l M l  
. ifiM2 -ifiM[ fr J 
(1.6) 
In an isotropic transparent media, if incident light and the magnetization is taken as z 
direction, the permittivity tensor becomes 
£ = £ c  
£ r  i f ,M 3  01 
£r 0 
0 0 £, 
(1.7) 
J 
The interaction between material and light could be easy explained by a plane wave 
solution of Maxwell equations. 
Consider an electromagnetic wave propagates in + z direction in the media (assume charge 
density p = 0 ). The governing equations are given by 
V x £  = -dB 
dt 
V x H = — +7 
dt 
V - D = 0  
V - B = 0  
The fields of this plane wave could be written as 
Ê = (xE x  + yE )e ' l a t ~ k z )  
H = m x  + yH y )e  
2n 
i(ûï-fc) 
(1.8a) 
(1.8b) 
(1.8c) 
(1.8d) 
(1.9a) 
(1.9b) 
where a is the angular frequency and k =— is the wave vector. Substitute (1.9) into (1.8), 
we could obtain 
8 
/ r \ 
v^yy 
(o vYbA 
-v 0 A^y y 
and 
(1.10a) 
Ay 
z o  - vYd  ^ 
v 0 A^y y 
(1.10b) 
where x = —. 
k 
Applying (1.10) into (1.3), we get 
r D \  r  
= £c 
i f x M , Y E  
U y y v~ f4 '
E A  
vEyJ 
(1.11) 
Equation (1.11) is an eigenvalue problem. —only can be chosen to be either one of the 
v~ fl 
two eigenvalues of matrix £c . And v is given by 
y . J  '  
E. = ±/£v, H=±iHv 
(1.12a) 
(1.12b) 
Here we get two possible waves (eigenmode) in space. The wave vectors for the left and 
right circularly polarized waves are 
kL = û)^£QM(£r  + f\M 3 ) (1.13a) 
kR =O)yl£0ju(.£r-fiM3) (1.13b) 
Assume at position z = 0, 
H=xH0 =(x+iy)^± + (x-iy)^ (1.14) 
where the linear polarized wave is resolved into two eigenmode circular polarized 
c o m p o n e n t s  w i t h  H 0  = * H x H H y \ .  
At position z = d , the magnetic field will be 
H =(Jc + jy^e-W +(x- jy)e~ ik*d (1.15) 
It could also be expressed as 
H +e- ik*d)(x+yj lanâ) (1.16) 
where 
$=(.kL k,)d d (1.17) 
The above results show that the wave is still linearly polarized but is rotated by an angle 0. 
This phenomenon is called Faraday rotation. 
The angle of rotation Q is proportional to the magnetization A/3, and the relationship is 
given by 
0 = KM3d (1.18) 
where K is called Kundt's constant. 
1.5 Magneto-Optic Sensor 
The magneto-optic sensor used in the MOI consists of a bismuth-doped iron garnet film 
of thickness 0.5 mm and diameter 75 mm. These films exhibit three important physical 
10 
properties for MO imaging [8] [11]. First the films is uniaxial magnetic-anisotropic, that is, 
they have a 'easy' axis of magnetization normal to the sensor surface and a 'hard' axis of 
magnetization along the sensor plate. Second, the films have a 'memory'. They can still 
retain most of the magnetization even the magnetic fields are removed along the easy axis of 
magnetization. Third, the films possess a large Faraday rotation 9f, usually ranges from 
20,000 to 40,000 degree /an. This property is particularly useful in detecting low level 
magnetic fields, which is desirable in NDT applications. 
When a linearly polarized light normally passes through a garnet film, the plane of 
polarization of the light will be rotated by angle 0. The angle is given by [ 14], 
0 = 0 f ( k - M ) d / ( \ k \ \ M s  I) (1.19) 
where k is the wave vector of the light, M is the local magnetization and cl is the 
thickness of the film, while Ms is the saturated magnetization. For a reflection type MOI 
instrument, the incident light will be reflected back through the sensor film again, the 
effective Faraday rotation will be doubled. 
Through an analyzer as shown in Figure 1.4, the local occurrence of magnetization in the 
sensor can be seen as a high contrast dark-light area. 
In practice, the MO images are not perfect dark and light images. In an experimental 
image, we can see many randomly distributed curves as shown in Figure 1.5. Those curves 
actually show the structure of the serpentine domains in the sensor film [15] [16]. A common 
bubble memory film contains two kinds of domain structures, in which magnetic moments 
are directed either along or opposite to the easy axis, that is, the normal direction of the 
11 
sensor. The binary modes of the magnetic moments result in producing binary valued MO 
images. 
When a magnetic field is applied normal to the sensor, the domain will expand when the 
direction of its magnetic moment is same as that of the applied field, and contract with the 
field in opposite orientation. So the intensity of the magnetic field will affect the size of the 
domains and not the intensity of the images. 
Figure 1.5 Numerical and real MO images. 
1.6 Process of Eddy Current Imaging 
If the specimen has no defect, when a linear time-varying excitation is applied in the 
copper foil, it produces a time-varying magnetic field parallel to the sensor plate which is 
along the hard axis of magnetization of sensor. Thus it has little or no effect on the state of 
magnetization of the sensor. If there is some defect in the specimen, the induced currents 
inside the specimen will be turned and produce magnetic field normal to the sensor plate 
which is parallel to the easy axis of magnetization of the sensor. As mensioned in section 1.5, 
12 
this magnetic field can be imaged as a dark area in the sensor. It should be mentioned that a 
bias magnetic field (around 3 G ) is needed to get a larger field passing through the sensor so 
that the state of magnetization of the sensor is flipped by the small field produced by 
perturbation in the induced eddy currents. 
The actual steps for producing image is as follows. First, an erase pulse in the bias coil 
(shown in Figure 1.4) is applied so that the background image in the sensor is bright. Then a 
bias field is applied and excitation in the foil is turned on at the same time, so that an image 
is formed in the senor. Finally the excitation is turned off. However the sensor has a memory, 
and the image remains until the start of the next erase pulse. 
1.7 Need for Modeling for MOI 
The availability of a theoretical model that can simulate the MOI system performance is 
extremely important for optimization of the MOI sensor and hardware system. First, the 
model is useful in visualization of the electromagnetic fields around the testing specimen. 
Secondly, by providing quantitative values of electromagnetic fields, a numerical model can 
be used to adjust the MOI instrument parameters such as operating frequency, source current 
and sensor parameters. Thirdly, simulation model can help in understanding and visualizing 
the field/flaw interaction which is important in determining the improvement needed in 
sensor development. 
This dissertation includes the following part: Chapter 2 presents the basic theory of the 
finite element method applied to NDT problems. Chapter 3 presents a series of simulation 
results and discussions on MOI applications. Chapter 4 introduces the meshless EFG method 
13 
and its applications in NDT. Chapter 5 presents EFG modeling on the multifrequency and 
pulsed eddy current technique, then three-dimensional EFG method on static and quasi-static 
electromagnetic fields is studied in Chapter 6. Finally Chapter 7 gives the summary and 
future work. 
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CHAPTER 2. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 
In general mathematic models of physical phenomena involve differential equations for 
which analytic solutions are not always available. Consequently, there has been considerable 
activity in the development of numerical approximations. The finite element method (FEM) 
is such a technique. In the past 40 years, finite element method has been widely applied to 
solve problems in structural mechanics, fluid dynamics, heat transfer and electromagnetics 
[17]-[19], In the following sections, we will describe the finite element method based on 
Galerkin procedure, and set up the finite element model for electromagnetic eddy current 
problems. 
2.1 Galerkin Method 
Consider a linear operational equation. 
Lu = / in Ci (2.1a) 
with homogeneous boundary conditions 
on S (2.1b) 
u= 0 on S, (2.1c) 
where 
S = St v S2 is boundary of £2. 
L is a second order differential operator [20]. 
The weak form of (2.1) is to find u e V, a vector space, such that 
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(Lu,v) = (/, v) (2.2) 
holds for any v e V. 
In FEM, the vector space V is chosen as a finite space, which is a linear expansion of a 
set of linear independent functions (pt called shape functions, and u could be written as 
i=I 
H =:]>] <p iu i. Substituting this into (2.2), will get 
{Lu, v;) = (/, v;) for i = 1,2,•••,'« (2.3) 
Usually <p- t  is chosen to be 
_f*0 in fi ,  
Çi 
~ {= o in n\n, (2.4) 
where Q, is a finite element. A numerical implementation of the Galerkin method will be 
obtained if we choose v; = <pt and m-n. Then (2.3) become a linear algebraic equation. 
[ G ] [ u ]  =  [ F ]  (2.5) 
with G;j =(L<p;,ç>j) and Ff =(/,p;). 
[G] is called stiffness matrix, [F] is load vector. 
2.2 Electromagnetic Field Equations 
The governing equations for electromagnetic fields are given by Maxwell equations, 
which can be written in differential form as 
Vx£ = (Faraday's law) (2.6a) 
Ot 
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V x H  =  J  + - ^ ~  (Ampere's law) (2.6b) 
at 
V D = p (Gauss's law) (2.6c) 
V • B = 0 (Gauss's law) (2.6d) 
where: 
J electric current density ( Am'2 ) 
p electric charge density ( Cm"3 ) 
In addition, the above equations are supplemented by the constitutive relations describing 
macroscopic properties of the media 
D = £É (2.7a) 
B=pH (2.7b) 
7 = crÉ (2.7c) 
where //, e, a denote the permittivity, permeability and conductivity respectively. For linear 
isotropic media, ju, £, a are scalars, and doesn't depend on fields. 
In the following model development, we make some assumptions: 
• The media is linear and isotropic in each element, so they are single valued constants 
in each element. 
• The field is magneto-static or quasi magneto-static, so the displacement current is 
negligible. 
• There is no free charge in solution region, so p- 0. 
With these assumptions, we can define magnetic vector potential A in terms of flux density 
B as 
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B = VxA (2.8) 
and substitute it in (2.6a) to get Vx£ = -Vx^-. Thus £ could be expressed as 
at 
£ = -l^-VO (2.9) 
of 
where <I> is called electric scalar potential. 
Through Ohm's law J = o£ + Js and (2.9), (2.6b) changes to 
V x (—V x Â) + + Vd>) = Js (2.10) 
// df 
In eddy current problem, when the excitation current is a single frequency time-varying 
harmonic source, all field quantities vary sinusoidally, and then (2.10) could be written as 
[17] 
V x (—V xÂ) + 0(joÂ + VO) = J s  (2.11) 
In order to obtain a unique solution of (2.11), a gauge condition is necessary. Two well-
known gauge conditions, Lorentz gauge and Coulomb gauge are generally used. 
The Lorentz gauge condition is expressed as 
V.Â+-L|?r = 0 (2.12) 
c" dr 
where c is the speed of speed of light in free space. Lorentz gauge is suitable for high 
frequency problems, since it leads to a set of wave equations and thus the potentials will be in 
wave form. 
For Coulomb gauge, 
VÂ = 0 (2.13) 
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From (2.6c), we see that the scalar potential satisfies the Poisson equation, 
V24> = -£- (2.14) 
fo 
with solution 
<&(*)=-!-f-£^Zr' (2.15a) 
4nea J  \x-x I 
and this potential is just the Coulomb potential due to the charge density p. Coulomb 
potential is generally used in low frequency problems since the displacement current is 
negligible and the resulting equations are simplified. Since there is no free charge and the 
scalar potential is only defined in a finite region, 
-T*l\ J,-, If <215b> 
where S is the boundary of conducting region. 
2.3 Hexahedral Element 
In general, it is convenient to use local normalized coordinates (£,//,£") to derive the 
stiffness matrix and load vector. For a linear hexahedral element, the solution u' inside any 
element could be expressed as 
u'(£,Tj,C)=[N]T[ur =i>,< (2.16) 
The shape functions are defined by 
JV;(^7,0=(l + ^ (l+^)(l + CO for i = 1,2,--,8 (2.17) 
where (#f,//,-,0 is the local coordinate of a vertex in the element shown in Figure 2.1a. 
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Global coordinates (x,y,z) could be explicitly defined by local coordinates (Ç,r],Ç), by the 
relationships. 
=Î.N,x, 
1=1 
(2.18a) 
yiln.O =[wfW =£ tf,y, 
i=l 
(2.18b) 
z(#,-7.<f)=[Anr[z]'=£Ar,z, 
l=l 
where (x^y^z,) are corresponding global coordinates shown in Figure 2.1b. 
(2.18c) 
r = i  
* 
57 = 1 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.1 (a) Hexahedral element in local coordinates, (b) Hexahedral element in global 
coordinates. 
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The Jacobian for the coordinate transformation is 
U] = 
dx  dy  dz  1  
a# d# a? 
dx dy dz  
d î j  d î j  d7J  
dx  dy  dz  
ld£ dÇ 9? J 
tf ' tr x tr a# ' 
A dJV, i dJV, ^ 3/V, 
l?d^y'  SaT' 
^ d7v, " 97V, » d7V, 
,§ar ' '  l?dfy '  §dT'j 
and the relationships between local, global derivatives of shape functions is 
37V, 1 
d# 
3/v; 
3/7 
37v; 
L^ J 
3x dy dz 
d? d? d? 
3x 3y 3z 
3 77 3 77 3// 
dx dy dz 
1 "37V,. 1 "3/V, 1 
dx 
3/V, 
dy 
37V,. 
=  [ / ]  
3x 
37V, 
3y 
37V, 
1 . dz J . 3z „ 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
So 
"3/V, 1 "37V, 1 
3x d# 
3/V, 
=m •' 
37V, 
dy dV 
37V, 37V, 
L dz J L& r j  
(2.21) 
2.4 Finite Element Approach for EC NDT 
Including the implicit gauge condition V • Â = 0, Maxwell equations for time-varying 
harmonic fields written in potential form are [22]-[25] 
Vx(— VxA) + V(— V• A) + jwoA + <fflV = Js in £2 
M M 
V (jw<rA + (f7V) =0 in 
(2.22a) 
(2.22b) 
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£2, denotes the conducting region, ti2 denotes the free space region, and Q = uû, as 
shown in Figure 2.2. 
The potentials are expressed in terms of corresponding functions inside the element as 
A =£ NjA^x+NJ AJ + NjA^z = f NkA', 
i=i k=I 
where 
and 
v ^ N j V ;  
;'=i 
N j X  k  =  3 j - 2  
N k = l N ; y  k  =  3 j - l  
\ N j Z  k  =  3 j  
k = 3 j - 2  
K =\Aey j  k  =  3 j - \  
|A< k = 3J 
-V x ) • (V x JVy. ) + (-^ V • N; )(V. Nj )dV}Aj + 
(2.23a) 
(2.23b) 
Using Galerkin formulation, we obtain 
24 I 
È ( L  •  Û j d V } A <  + £  { f  o N ;  •  V N j d V } V ;  -j-1 ' >1 ' 
f  iV,. (-VxÂxnW5- f  i ï r ( n — V  Â ) d S  =  f  N t  JsdV Jan, ' u Jaa, ' u Jn, ' 5 
(2.24a) 
(2.24b) 
(2.25a) 
for i = l,2,—,24 
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2.5 Boundary Conditions 
In order to get a unique solution, certain boundary conditions are required before solving 
the system of equations. Either Dirichlet boundary conditions (values of A or V on the 
boundary) or Neumann boundary conditions (values of B or H on the boundary) should be 
specified. Since Neumann boundary conditions are usually included implicitly in the finite 
element formulation, we only need to impose Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
2.6 Solution of Linear Algebraic Equations 
The finite element procedure results in a linear algebraic system of equations which must 
be solved to determine the unknown coefficients of the shape functions. There are two 
approaches to solving the system: direct methods and iterative methods. Gaussian elimination 
is a fundamental method to solve the general full or sparse matrix equations. In the finite 
element method, the resulting stiffness matrix is usually sparse and banded, and hence 
compared to direct methods, iterative methods are more advantageous with respect to 
computational cost and data storage. 
For a system of dimension N, a general Gaussian elimination algorithm approximately 
AT3 
requires multiplications and additions; Gaussian elimination algorithm incorporating 
NB2 banded matrix storage requires about - multiplications and additions, where B is the 
half-bandwidth (the maximum distance that a non-zero entry is away from the diagonal). 
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Direct methods are commonly used to solve general linear systems. However they do not 
fully exploit the sparse matrix structure generated by finite element procedure; furthermore, 
direct methods for sparse systems are difficult to adapt to parallel architecture computers. A 
number of iterative methods have been developed, but few are applicable to the general 
complex-valued matrix equations arising in eddy current problems. Transpose Free Quasi-
Minimal-Residual (TFQMR) method is one of the applicable approaches. 
Given a sparse matrix A and vector b, the associated Krylov subspace is 
Kn = span{b,Ab,A2b,-- ,A"~xb). The exact solution x = A~lb could be approximated by 
xn € Kn that minimizes the norm of the residual rn=b- Axn. The TFQMR algorithm relaxes 
this minimization requirement, it aims to minimize a different, data-dependent norm that in 
practice is similar to ||rn||. An important issue in iterative methods is its convergence. The 
convergence of iteration depends on the properties of matrix, such as eigenvalues, the 
singular value or condition number. Usually a large condition number will result in large 
solution error or even non-convergence. Thus the process of "preconditioning" is essential 
for the success of iterative methods. In this thesis, we apply the incomplete LU (ILU) 
preconditioning technique. The overall solution procedure requires O(N) multiplications 
and additions [26]-[28]. 
Before describing the TFQMR algorithm, we need to introduce the Bicongugate gradient 
(Bi-CG) algorithm. This method does not require the k-th residual rt to satisfy the 
minimization principle. In stead, the k-th residual must satisfy the bi-orthogonality 
condition 
rj\v = 0 for all we K k  (2.28) 
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At k-th iteration step, it produces two residuals rk, rk and search directions pk,pk such 
that bi-orthogonality holds, that is 
r[r t  =0 if k±l (2.29a) 
and the search directions satisfy the bi-conjugate property 
pTkAp t  =0 if k*l (2.29b) 
The algorithm is as follows 
Algorithm 2.6.1. Bicongugate gradient (Bi-CG) 
1. r — b — Ax, r = r, pQ = I, p = p = 0 
2. for k = 1,2,3---
a) P t  =  •  P k - P k  /  A- i  
b) P k  = r*-i + APt-i. P k = K + P k P k - 1 
c) vt = Apt 
d )  a k =  p k l { p T k v k )  
e) x t  = .T t_ t+ûf tp t  
0 h = rt-i rt = ft-akAT pk 
terminate if II rt ll2> g 116 ll2 
We note that there exists pk e Pt such that both 
rk = P*(A)ro and rk = pk(AT)r0 (2.30) 
So the product rrr in step 2b of BiCG can be given without using Ar by 
rf r* = (pk(A)rQ)T(pk(AT)r0) = (pk(A)2r0)Tr0 
Similarly, or can be given without using Ar, results in a modified method Conjugate 
Gradient Squared (CGS) algorithm as follows 
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Algorithm 2.6.2. Gradient Squared (CGS) 
1. x0 = x, pQ =u0 =r0 =b — Ax, 
v0 = Ap0, r0 = r0 , p0 = r0r r0 
2. for t = 1,2,-•• 
a) <Tt_, = r0r vt_t 
b) ak_ l=pk_ Jak_x 
c) <7* -ÛTt-iV*-, 
d) ** = xt-l + ort_, (/<*_, + <?t ) 
rfc = rt_, +<yt), terminate if II rk II, > e II b H, 
e) Pk =r0rrk, pk = pk / pk.x 
"k=rk+Pk1k 
Pk ~ l lk+ Pkklk+ PkPk-1) 
v* = APk 
It is shown [26] that the residual polynomial pk (z) in (2.30) can be given by 
Pk (z) = Pk-1 (z) - (z) (2.3 la) 
where the auxiliary polynomial qk(,z) satisfies qQ = I and 
< 1  k ( z )  =  P k  (z) + A^_l(z) (2.3 lb) 
and the CGS residual rk satisfying 
r* =/> t(A)2r0  (2.32) 
Now we define two sequences ym, wm by 
if m = 2k is even 
(2.33a) 
and 
(MA)V0 
l/>t(A)/>t-i(A)r0 
if m = 2k — 1 is odd 
if m — 2k is even 
(2.33b) 
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If the algorithm successfully works, then ak 0 and we can obtain 
Aym = Om - vvm-,)/»L(m-l)/2j (2.34) 
where [_rj denotes the nearest integer less than or equal to a real r. In matrix form, we can 
have 
(2.35) 
where Km is the /Vxm matrix with columns {y;}J=1, Wm+1 the Afx(m+l) matrix with 
columns {vvy}J=*1, and Bm is the (m+l)xm matrix given by 
fl„ = 
r 1 0 ... 0 x 
-I 1 i 
0 -1 1 
o ... 0 — 1 
diag ((XQ , 0CQ Of|_(„,_i) / 2 j ) -i (2.36) 
Successful completion of the algorithm also implies that Km is the span of (y; }"'=1, therefore 
-
rm =^0+^2 (2.37) 
for some z e Rm. Thus 
r
m =
ro ~Aymz =Wm+l(e{  ~ Bnz) = Wm+lQ'm+l(fm+l - Hmz) (2.38) 
where 
e, =(1,0,...,0)' e/?m, 
= diag {û)x,û)2,•• • •, û)m ), using to improve the conditioning of matrix Wm+1, 
fm* = nm+iei . Hn =&m+lBm 
The TFQMR algorithm is to find solution by solving the least square problem 
minimze _e/r II /m+1 - H m z  ll2 (2.39) 
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which is a quasi-minimum residual. And xm is given by 
X m = X 0 + Y m Z m  (2-40) 
The algorithm is as follows 
Algorithm 2.6.3. Transpose Free Quasi-Minimum Residual (TFQMR) 
1. Wj = y, = r0 = b — Ax, «, = v = Ayt, d = 0 
Pa = r0rr0, r=ll r ll2, 0 = 0,  r j  =  0 
2. for A-= 1,2,3,-• 
a) <rt_, = r0rv, or = / <rt_,, y2 = y, - v, i<2 = Ay2 
b) For 7 = 1, 2 ( m  =  2 k — 2  +  j )  
w = w-ak_xUj 
d = y j+(02Tjlak_ l)d 
0 =11 w ll2  It, c = 1 l-^X + 02 
t = T0c, rj = c2ak_ l  
x= x+rjd 
if rVm+T< eII6 II2 terminate successfully 
C) Pt =ro P = Pk I Pk-i 
d) y, = w+y8y2, m, = Ayt 
e) v = «, +^(i/2 + fh) 
2.7 Post Processing 
After solving the linear algebraic system of equations, we get a numerical solution in 
terms of magnetic vector potential Â and electric scalar potential V. But these potentials are 
of little value due to the lack of experimental measurements for comparison. In order to have 
experimental comparison, magnetic flux density B or electric current density J need be 
calculated. 
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In terms of potential Â, the magnetic flux density B = VxÂ can be written 
component form as 
"• 
(2
'
41a) ay dz 
dAx 
dz dx 
By (2.4 lb) 
S
=
=TL"T i  (2.41c) dx dy 
In each element, B is assumed to be constant, and could be calculated by 
4,=É(#A,-ir4,) <2.42) f=i dy dz 
We could get similar form for By and B.. 
The current density J inside an element is evaluated through equation 7 = - jcxrk — oVV 
the element center. 
d V  8  8  d f J ,  
Jx = -jwoAx - a— = -jwcr£ - <x£—i V, (2.43) 
vX ;=1 :=l dx 
The components J and J. can be calculated using similar expressions. 
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CHAPTER 3. FEM RESULTS AND DISSCUSSIONS 
This chapter describes the development of finite element method for simulating Magneto-
Optic inspection (MOI). The FEM for MOI serves as a test bed for generating signals from a 
variety of crack and corrosion geometries. The model can also be used for optimizing 
parameters of the testing. In this chapter, we present the results of parametric studies on 
experimental MO images. 
3.1 Model Validation 
Figure 1.4 shows the schematic of the MOI instrument. A copper foil carrying time-
varying harmonic currents is used to induce eddy current in the test sample. An induction foil 
of thickness 0.04 mm is placed above the sample at a distance of 0.35 mm. The test 
specimen is a 1.5 mm thick aluminum plate similar to that used in aircraft skin. 
A6.35 mm diameter hole and 3.18 mm long notch emanating from the hole is introduced in 
the plate as shown in Figure 3.1. 
The parameters used in the test are summarized in Table 3.1. 
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mm 
current 6§il 
0.35 mm., 
1.5 mm 
aluminum plate hole EDM notch 
3.18 mm 
Figure 3.1 Geometry of hole with EDM notch. 
Table 3.1 Parameters used in model validation. 
Thickness of Aluminum plate 1.5 mm 
Diameter of hole 6.35 mm 
Length of the EDM notch 3.18 mm 
Width of the EDM notch 0.254 mm 
Density of source current 108 A/m2 
Frequency of source current 50 kHz 
Conductivity of aluminum plate 1.8867xlO7 S / m  
The finite element model is based on A-Vformulation, and the solution domain is of 
dimension [— 1616]x[—30 30]x[—30 30] mm. Both Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries are 
applied, and are listed in Table 3.2. Figure 3.2 shows the mesh used around the region of 
interest and the induced currents around the hole that generates flux leakage ( Bx) normal to 
the sample plate. The field is calculated at jc = 0.45 mm where the sensor is placed. The peak 
value of Bx is 16.7 G near the notch tip. This result agrees with the calculation by Infolytica 
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Corporation in Montreal, Canada [11]. When the current density was taken to be 
0.75x10* Aim1, the largest flux leakage calculated was 13 G near the notch tip using 
software MAGNETS5 by Infolytica. The relative difference between the two is less than 
3.7%. 
Table 3.2 Boundary conditions. 
Upper boundary ( x = 16 mm ) A x = A y  = A. = 0, V = 0 
Lower boundary (x = -16 mm ) Ax = Ay = A, = 0, V = 0 
Left boundary ( y = -30 mm ) Ax = 0, V = 0, Ay, A. free 
Right boundary (y = 30mm) Ax = 0, V = 0, Ay, A. free 
Front boundary (z = -30mm) Ax = 0, V = 0, Ay ,  A. free 
Real boundary ( z = 30 mm ) A, = 0, V = 0, A y ,  A. free 
Peak. « 16.6476 <3 Peak, • -16716*0 Mcrnn vdue tl j » 4138130 Mp 
y caofSnw (rrm) y coordfnete (mm) 
Figure 3.2 (a) Mesh on y-z plane and induced current around the hole and notch, (b) MO 
image of flux leakage at the sensor substrate. 
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3.2 Corrosion Dome in Single Layer 
3.2.1 Geometry and Parameters 
This section presents the studies on subsurface corrosion. The inspected geometry 
consists of an aluminum plate of thickness 1.5 mm with a corrosion dome of diameter 
19 mm and height h introduced on the lower side as shown in Figure 3.3. 
Table 3 lists the parameters used in the test. Figure 3.4 shows the region of interest iny-z 
plane and z-x plane discretized using a 23x21x21 mesh. 
Qirrent/oil 
V 1.5 mm |
/' ( 19 mm 
o.3smi£::::" 
7-^ 
3... s 
Aluminum plate Cbrrosion dome 
Figure 3.3 Geometry of single layer aluminum plate. 
-8. 
-20 -10 
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Figure 3.4 Mesh of the region of interest. 
Table 3.3 Parameters used in single layer plate test. 
Thickness of Aluminum plate 1.5 mm 
Diameter of corrosion dome 19 mm 
Depth of corrosion dome h 
Density of source current 108 AJm 2  
Frequency of source current 1.0 kHz 
Conductivity of aluminum plate 1.8867x10? Sim 
3.2.2 Effect of the Corrosion Depth 
The source current in the copper foil is shown in Figure 3.5. The time-varying source 
induces eddy currents inside the aluminum plate. Figure 3.6 (a)-(c) show the induced current 
in three cross sectional planes. Due to the induced current, a flux leakage (Bx) is generated 
normal to the sample plate. The depth of the corrosion dome is varied from 10% to 40% of 
the plate thickness. The distribution of Bx at the sensor substrate is plotted for 10% , 20% , 
30%,40% corrosion dome depth as shown in Figure 3.7 (a)-(d). It is observed that the peak 
value of flux leakage at the sensor substrate increases with the depth of the corrosion dome, 
which agrees with the experimental results. 
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Figure 3.5 Source current in copper foil. 
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Figure 3.6 (a) Induced current in y-z plane, (b) Induced current in z-x plane, (c) Induced 
current in x-y plane. 
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Figure 3.7 Numerical MO images of flux leakage at sensor layer for corrosion domes with 
different depth, (a) 10%, (b) 20%, (c) 30%, (d) 40%. 
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3.3 Corrosion Dome in Double Layers 
Generally corrosion may occur in multiplayer structures. This section presents the finite 
element model and results of corrosion dome in a double layer aluminum structure. 
3.3.1 Corrosion at the Bottom of the First Layer 
Figure 3.8 shows the geometry of corrosion dome at the bottom of the first layer in a two-
layer geometry. The parameters used in calculation are same as those in Table 3.3. The depth 
of the corrosion dome is varied from 10% to 40% of the plate thickness. The distribution of 
flux leakage at the sensor substrate is plotted in Figure 3.9 (a)-(d) respectively for 10%, 
20%, 30%, 40% depth. 
CUrrent foil 
0.35 mm 
1.5 mm 
1.5 mm 
Corrosion dome Aluminum plate 
X 
19 mm 
Figure 3.8 Geometry of double layers. 
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Figure 3.9 Numerical MO images of flux leakage at sensor layer for corrosion domes with 
different depth, (a) 10%, (b) 20%, (c) 30%, (d) 40%. 
Compared with the single layer case, it can be seen that the presence of the second layer 
reduces the flux leakage flTby a factor of 2. The additional layer reduces the strength of 
induced eddy current in the first layer, thus results in the decrease of B x .  Figure 3.10 shows 
the peak values of flux leakage as a function of depth h of the corrosion dome. The results 
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agree with the experimental observation that the MOI instrument can detect a 10% corrosion 
dome in a single layer plate, but can only detect a 20% corrosion dome in presence of 
second layer plate. 
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Figure 3.10 Peak values of flux leakage versus corrosion depth. 
Corrosion 1: corrosion dome at the bottom of single layer. 
Corrosion 2: corrosion dome at the bottom of the first layer in two-layer geometry. 
Corrosion 3: corrosion dome at the top of the second layer in two-layer geometry. 
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3.3.2 Corrosion at the Top of the Second Layer 
Corrosions may also occur in second layer. In order to study the effect of corrosion 
location, corrosion dome at the top of the second layer was modeled. Figure 3.11 shows the 
geometry of corrosion dome at the top of the second layer. The parameters used in 
calculation are same as Table 3.3. The distribution of flux leakage at the sensor substrate is 
plotted in Figure 3.12 (a)-(d) with respect to different corrosion depth. 
For the same corrosion depth, the peak value of the flux leakage for the corrosion at the 
top of the second layer is smaller than that at the bottom of the first layer as observed 
experimentally. 
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Figure 3.11 Geometry of double layers. 
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Figure 3.12 Surface plot of flux leakage and its MO image for 40% corrosion dome. 
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3.4 Optimal Excitation Frequency 
In the last two sections, we calculated the fields using an excitation frequency of 1 kHz.  
Next a study of the effect of frequency was conducted. The frequency affects the induced 
current inside the aluminum plate, and thus affects the generated fields. A 20% corrosion 
dome was modeled and the frequency was varied from OA kHz to 5 kHz. Figure 3.13 shows 
the peak value of flux leakage as a function of excitation frequency. As we can see, the 
optimal frequency is 1 kHz for single layer case, and is reduced to 0.5 kHz when a second 
layer is present. 
1.4 
o corrosion 1 
* corrosion 2 
& corrosion 3 
3 4 5 
freq (khz) 
Figure 3.13 Peak values of flux leakage versus excitation frequency. 
Corrosion 1: corrosion dome at the bottom of single layer. 
Corrosion 2: corrosion dome at the bottom of the first layer in two-layer geometry. 
Corrosion 3: corrosion dome at the top of the second layer in two-layer geometry. 
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3.5 Effect of Air Gap between Two Layers 
Typically an air gap exists between different layers. This section presents the results 
obtained at various values of the air gap between the two layers. We still use 20% corrosion 
as ail example. Air gaps of thickness of 0-0.5 mm were applied. The material parameters are 
same as those in Table 3.3. The corrosion dome could be located at the bottom of the first 
layer or the top of the second layer as shown in Figure 3.14. 
When the corrosion is located at the bottom of the first layer, the peak value of flux 
leakage increases with the size of the air gap and tends to the value of a single layer case; In 
contrast, when the corrosion is located at the top of the second layer, the peak value of flux 
leakage decreases with the size of the air gap as shown in Figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.14 Geometry of corrosion dome with air gap between two layers. 
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Figure 3.15 Peak value of flux leakage versus the size of air gap. 
Corrosion 1 : corrosion dome at the bottom of the first layer in two-layer geometry. 
Corrosion 2: corrosion dome at the top of the second layer in two-layer geometry. 
3.6 Effect of the Slope of the Corrosion 
In practice, the shape of the corrosion is complex. This section presents the effect of 
corrosion dome slope on the resulting MO image. A single layer aluminum plate with 20% 
corrosion dome is modeled. Parameters used in the model are same as those listed in Table 
3.3. The side view of corrosion domes with different slope and the corresponding MO images 
are shown in Figure 3.16 through Figure 3.19. 
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Figure 3.16 Side view of the geometry and the MO image of flux leakage. 
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Figure 3.17 Side view of the geometry and the MO image of flux leakage. 
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Figure 3.18 Side view of the geometry and the MO image of flux leakage. 
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Figure 3.19 Side view of the geometry and the MO image of flux leakage. 
We can see that the MO images of flux leakage vary widely with respect to different 
slopes of the corrosion dome. The images can therefore be used to characterize the shape of 
corrosion damage. 
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3.7 Effect of Edge 
Practically, corrosions may occur near a lap joint, where an edge discontinuously lies in 
the vicinity of corrosion in the second layer of the sample. Figure 3.20 shows a z-edge 
geometry (edge is perpendicular to induction current source). This section presents the effect 
of a second layer edge on the MO image formed at the sensor. A 20% corrosion dome is 
modeled in the vicinity of a z-edge or y-edge (edge is parallel to induction current source) in 
the second layer. Parameters used in the test are same as those listed in Table 3.3. A side 
view of the corrosion dome and edge along with the corresponding MO images are shown in 
Figure 3.21 through Figure 3.24, x-y cross section is shown for z-edge case, and x-z cross 
section is shown for y-edge case. The edge is located at a distance of 5,10 mm to the 
corrosion center respectively. 
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Figure 3.20 Geometry of double layer aluminum plate with z-edge. 
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Figure 3.21 Geometry of z-edge and the MO image of flux leakage. 
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Figure 3.22 Geometry of z-edge and the MO image of flux leakage. 
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Figure 3.23 Geometry of y-edge and the MO image of flux leakage. 
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Figure 3.24 Geometry of y-edge and the MO image of flux leakage. 
We can see that the MO image of corrosion dome is shifted away from the center when a 
z-edge is present, while y-edge is seen in the MO image. It is also observed that in the 
presence of edges, the peak value of flux leakage is enlarged. We can express the peak value 
of flux leakage as a function of the distance (A) between edge and corrosion center, as 
shown in Figure 3.26. The peak value of flux leakage decreases with h for z-edge case, but 
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this relationship becomes more complex in the case of a y-edge. A z-edge affects the peak 
value more distinctly than a y-edge. 
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Figure 3.25 Peak value of flux leakage versus the distance between edge and corrosion 
center. 
The next geometry presents a significant challenge for modeling. The geometry referred 
to as cracks under Fastener (CUF) (Figure 1.3) consists of three layers with a fastener hole 
and a fastener. The mesh is shown in Figure 3.26, and the parameters used in the test are 
summarized in Table 3.4. 
In Figure 3.27a, we see the induced current flows around the rivet, it cannot pass through 
the rivet because of the air gap, while a relatively weak induced current is generated inside of 
rivet, these eddy currents in turn produce a leakage field above the rivet. Figure 3.27b shows 
the side view of the induced currents around rivet region, the eddy currents inside the rivet 
form loops in x—y plane. Overall, the flux leakage will result in a binary image in the MO 
sensor as shown in Figure 3. 28. 
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Figure 3.26 Geometry of rivet head with radial crack (crack length 3 mm) 
Table 3.4 Parameters in test 
Thickness of Aluminum plate 3 mm 
Length of Radial Crack 3 mm 
Width of Radial Crack 0.1 mm 
Density of source current 108 A/nr 
Frequency of source current 1.5 kHz 
Conductivity of aluminum plate 1.8867xlO7 Sim 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.27 Eddy currents around rivet head region, (a) Top view, (b) Side view. 
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Figure 3.28 MO image for rivet head with a radial crack. 
As we can see, this geometry includes very small air gap between the different metal 
layers resulting in a multiply connected regions. The modeling of the extremely small air 
gaps can result in a highly wasteful mesh, which becomes worse when a radial crack is 
introduced under the fastener in the third layer. A more efficient modeling technique was 
therefore needed to address this problem. In chapter 4, a recently developed meshless method 
[29] is introduced and applied to solve complex eddy current problems. 
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CHAPTER 4. ELEMENT FREE GALERKIN METHOD 
4.1 Introduction 
The finite element method (FEM) is a well established analysis technique that has been 
successfully applied in solving various problems in science and engineering. This method is 
based on the fundamental idea that a continuous function over the entire solution domain can 
be replaced by piecewise continuous approximation, usually polynomials, over a set of 
subdomains called finite elements. The interconnecting structure of the elements via nodes is 
called a finite element mesh. Reliance of the FE method on a mesh leads to some distinct 
disadvantages. Generation of a mesh for a complex geometry is in itself difficult and time 
consuming [30]. For example, in electromagnetic computation, problems that involve 
geometrical deformation such as inverse shape optimization, or large dynamic geometrical 
changes such as propagating cracks, the use of an underlying mesh creates difficulties in the 
treatment of discontinuities that might not necessarily coincide with the element boundaries. 
Usually re-meshing is required to handle the discontinuities at every step of the shape 
reconstruction. For such problems, developing a numerical method that does not rely on 
mesh is desirable. 
Recently a new technique known as meshless method has been developed where the 
unknown function is approximated entirely in terms "local" functions defined at a set of 
nodes. Elements or usual relationship between nodes and elements is not necessary to 
construct a discrete set of equations. With the implementation of moving least square 
approximation with Galerkin formulation, meshless methods are now widely applied to 
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problems in fracture mechanics and static electromagnetics [29]-[34]. These method are 
promising, although substantially more expensive than FEM in terms of construction of the 
mass matrices. 
This disadvantage notwithstanding, the principal attractive feature of meshless methods is 
the possibility of (i) working with a cloud of points that describes the underlying structure 
exactly instead of relying on a tessellation, and (ii) using this method for inverse problems. 
The principal contributions of this paper is two-fold: (i) validation of the Element-Free 
Galerkin (EFG) method via comparison against standard FEM and analytical models; (ii) 
formulation and application of this technique to two dimension (2D) and three dimension 
(3D) static and quasi-static electromagnetic problems. 
The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 4.2 defines the problems that will 
be analyzed; Section 4.3 outlines the EFG method in two dimensions, while Section 4.4 
presents the details of numerical implementation; Finally, Section 4.5 presents a series of 
results that both validate this model as well as demonstrate its applicability. 
4.2 Mathematical Preliminaries 
The interaction of static and low frequency electromagnetic fields with materials is the 
basic of Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) of conducting samples. To simulate this 
interaction, the fields are typically expressed in terms of potentials and the governing 
equations for either the Poisson or the diffusion equation are solved together with appropriate 
boundary and initial conditions, i.e., In what follows, we analyze the application of the EFG 
method to the numerical solution of both these equations. 
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Consider a domain of interest denoted by Q that is bounded by 5, vS2 =dQ, where S t  
is the Dirichlet boundary and S2 is the Neumann boundary. The outward pointing normal to 
the boundary is denoted by n. 
4.2.1 Poisson Equation 
The Poisson equation with inhomogeneous boundary conditions in Cartesian coordinates 
can be expressed as 
V2V(jf) = for xefi (4.1a) 
£ 
V(x)  = V Q (x)  for re ^  (4.1b) 
^—^• = g(x) for JteS, (4.1c) 
an 
where V(x)  is the electric scalar potential, p(x)  is electric charge density, and £ material 
permittivity. Note x represents the position vector in either two- or three-dimensions. 
4.2.2 Diffusion Equation 
The diffusion equation for eddy currents problem in Cartesian coordinates can be written 
as 
Vx—VxÂ(r) + jœoÂ(x)  + <f fV(x)  = J s (x)  (4.2a) 
M 
where Â(x) is magnetic vector potential and V(x)  is electrical scalar potential, ju(x)  and 
0{x) are permeability and conductivity, respectively, and Js(x) is the imposed current 
source. Equation (4.2a) together with the Coulomb gauge 
VA(x)=0 (4.2b) 
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and associated boundary conditions are necessary to obtain the solution for A(x). 
Alternatively, (4.2) may be rewritten as 
Vx—VxÂ(x) + V(—VÂ(x)) + J'ÛXTÂ(X) + (NV(X) = J s ( x )  (4.3a) 
M V 
V - UûJOÂCe) + (NV{x))  = 0 (4.3b) 
and it has been shown that the solution to these equations is unique [22]. To recover (4.2), 
one can take the divergence of (4.3a), and combining the resultant equation with (4.3b), we 
get 
V2(—VÂ(*))=0 (4.4) 
M 
with boundary condition 
—VÂ(x)=0 (4.5) 
M 
Our formulation is based on (4.3) instead of (4.2) since (i) the associated stiffness matrix in a 
finite element model is symmetric, and (ii) in general, it results in a well-conditioned set of 
equations [22]. 
4.3 Element-Free Galerkin Method 
In the EFG method a set of nodes is used to construct the discrete equations. However, to 
implement the Galerkin procedure, it is necessary to compute the integrals over the solution 
domain, so either a regular background mesh or a background cell is used, but they are much 
simpler than the conventional FEM mesh. In numerical implementation, we'll give a detailed 
explanation. 
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Consider a function «(*) that is to be approximated. The EFG method utilizes a moving 
least squares approach to do so, and relies on three components: (i) a weight function, (ii) a 
polynomial basis and (iii) a set of position dependent coefficients. The weight function is 
nonzero only over a small subdomain around a particular node, which is termed the domain 
of influence of that node. 
4.3.1 Moving Least Square Approximation 
In MLS approximation, the interpolant u h ( x )  is given by [31] 
u h  ( x )  =  £  p .  ( X ) a j  (x) =  p T  ( x ) a ( x )  (4.6) 
;=0 
where m is the number of terms in the basis, Pj(x) are monomial basis functions, and 
fl,(jr) are coefficients that depend on the position x. In two dimensions, uh(x) can be 
expressed in terms of either a linear or a quadratic basis as 
uh (x ,y)=a Q (x ,y)  + a l (x ,y)x  + a 2 (x ,y)y  (linear basis) 
u h (x ,y)  = a 0 (x ,  y )  + at(x, y)x  + a 2 (x ,  y)y + . 
o 1 (quadratic basis) OjU, y)x" + a 4 (x ,  y)xy  + a s (x ,y)y~ 
(4.7) 
Lancaster and Salkauskas (1981) defined a local approximation by 
u h ( x , x )  =  ] r  p j ( x )aJ(x)  = p T ( x ) a ( x )  (4.8) 
7=0 
where x is the approximation point, % is a particular node. The coefficients Û -(JC) are 
determined by minimizing the difference between the local approximation and the nodal 
parameters Uj, i.e., minimize the following quadratic form, 
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J = ]T w(X - X j ) ( u h ( X , X j )  - U j ) 2  
;=1 (4.9) 
= J] w(x - X,)g />,(*; H (*) "«/I2 
y'=i i=o 
Here vv(jc - x;) is a weight function with compact support, n is the number of nodes in the 
neighborhood of x where the weight function doesn't vanish. In matrix notation, (4.9) can 
be written as 
J  =  ( P a  -  u ) T W ( x ) ( P a  -  u )  
where uT =(M1,M2 ,•••,/<„) are the unknowns, 
and 
P = 
Pi(*i) P2(*i) 
p,(x2) p,(x2) 
Pm(*l)l 
Pjx 2) 
,P|(X.) •" P m (*n)  J 
(4.10) 
(4.11a) 
W (x) = 
w(x-x,) 
0 
vv(x-x,) 
0 1 
w(x-x„)J 
The minimization of J  with respect to a( x )  leads to 
where 
A ( x ) a ( x ) - B ( x ) u  =0 
A  =  P T W ( x ) P  
B = P W (x) 
(4.11b) 
(4.12) 
(4.13a) 
(4.13b) 
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Therefore, we can write 
a(x) = A"1 ( x ) B ( x ) u  (4.14) 
Substituting (4.1 4 )  i n t o (4.8), and letting x = x, the MLS approximation can be written as 
uh{x)^^}{x)uj (4.15) 
M 
where shape function <î>; are given by 
< t > j { x )  =  Z p i ( x ) ( A - i ( x ) B ( x ) ) i j = p T A - l B j  (4.16) 
1=0 
The derivatives of shape function are 
=  p T x A - i B j + p T { A - l ) , B j  +  p r A - l B j .x 
<t>y.y=(PrA-'B;.),. 
4 d  a  —T/ i - i \  D  ,  _ r  i - i  i  
(4.17a) 
(4.17b) 
=  p : y A ~ B J + p '  (A- l ) . y B / + p 'A-lS;,y 
Here we shall note that the shape function does not satisfy the Kronecker delta criterion: 
<t>j y(xt) # SJK, so uh(Xj) # uj which makes it difficult to impose essential boundary 
conditions. Techniques that can be applied to address this issue include using either a 
Lagrange multiplier or coupling with standard finite elements at the boundary. Also note that 
the shape function is constructed in same manner in both two- and three- dimensions. 
4.3.2 Weight Function 
In two dimensions, the solution domain is covered by domain of influence of each node; 
while the choice of shape of this domain is arbitrary, a circular or rectangular domain is 
typically used. In our implementation, a rectangular domain is used and its corresponding 
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weight function is referred to as a tensor product weight, which at any given point can be 
expressed as [31] 
w ( x  - X j )  =  w x - w y  = w(rx) • w(ry ) (4.18) 
where vv(/}), for i = x, y, is either Gaussians, exponentials or cubic splines, and can be 
expressed as 
vv(r) = <!1 6 for r<l (Gaussian) (4.19a) 
l[0 for r > 1 
w(r) = [<f t0r (Exponential) (4.19b) 
1(0 for r > 1 
*-4r:+4r3 for r<4 
w(r) =-{4-4r + 4r2-fr3 for 4 < r < 1 (Cubic spline) (4.19c) 
|0 for r > 1 
where a = 0.5 results best convergence for the exponential weight, and 
I x - X j  I  l y - y ^ l  r
- = — .  r, =—H", ry = ' /• (4.20) 
my 
dmx=dma cx , dmy =dnax cy (4.21) 
is a scaling factor, (cx,cv) is the difference between node x }  and its nearest neighbor. 
Note, d^, dmy are chosen such that matrix A is non-singular. In three- dimensions, the 
weight is a natural extension of those presented earlier for two-dimensions. 
4.3.3 Discontinuities Approximation 
NDE problems generally involve multiply connected regions where interfaces lie 
between different materials. This results in discontinuities of the normal component of 
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current density when passing from one material to another, which in turn implies that the 
derivatives of the shape function or the shape function itself should be discontinuous at the 
interface. Since continuity of shape function is inherited from continuity of weight function, 
it is necessary to introduce discontinuity into the weight function. This could be realized by 
using the visibility criterion [30]. 
As shown in Figure 4.1, if there is no material discontinuity, the domain of influence is 
the total area of the square. However, in the presence of a discontinuity, the domain of 
influence of node Xj shrinks to the area covered by dashed horizontal line, and the weight 
function will vanish outside of that area. This procedure directly results in the discontinuity 
of weight function, which in turn introduces the discontinuity of shape function and 
derivatives of shape function. 
Figure 4.1 Domain of influence of node adjacent to material discontinuity. 
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4.4 Numerical Implementation 
4.4./ Static Problem 
The weak form solution to the Poisson equation (4.1), V is computed by minimizing the 
functional F(V), where 
F  ( V )  = f [(V Vf - 2 £-V]dn + 2 f g to/5 + f W-% WO (4.22) 
JCl g JSZ JSX 
V G vector space W that satisfies the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Lagrange multipliers 
technique is applied to impose the boundary conditions, where A is the Lagrange multiplier. 
In the numerical implementation, the vector space W usually is chosen to be a finite. Let the 
EFG shape functions {<!>, } be the basis in W, then V , where N is the total 
/=! 
number of nodes in domain fit. The functional F(V) is minimized with respect to values of 
function V at all nodes in the domain fi, that is, with respect to vector VT =(V[,V2,---,Vv) 
The minimization of functional F( V )  results in the following equations, 
dv Ldv, dv2 dv„ 
(4.23) 
'  s 
which can be expressed as 
NVK 
Nk= - f  — f  gQjdS (4.24a) 
,=i " t=i 1 £ -
for j = 1, 
Combining the above set of equations with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
f [ f  N k Q , d S W ,  -  f  N t V „ J S = 0  
,=I JS< JS< 
for k = 1,2, -,NUK (4.24b) 
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we obtain a complete linear algebraic system. In the above equations, Xk is Lagrange 
multiplier, Nk is the shape function associated with the Lagrange multiplier, and NUK is the 
number of nodes on Sl where a Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed. As mentioned 
before, a background mesh is required for integration calculation appears in Eqns. (4.24) 
since evaluation of dQ or dS corresponds to computation of the Jacobin of a background 
integration cell. 
4.4.2 Quasi-Static Problem 
Galerkin formulation and Lagrange multiplier technique will be applied to obtain the 
numerical solution to the eddy current equations (4.3). The first task is to express potentials 
3AT _ N 
as a linear combination of shape functions, such as Â = ^ Ô; A; , and V Vy<D;, where 
<t>j 4>; y or <1>yz. Next, substituting the above expressions into (4.3), performing the 
inner product on each of the resulting equations with a test function (shape function will be 
used), and apply Lagrange multiplier method, we obtain 
3 NUK (4.25a) 
£[{n ;<yoV<t>, - +£[{n oV<D, • V<J>jdQ]Vj + 
(4.25b) 
(4.25c) 
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îtL".*,^-Js'ws=0 
;'=i 
(4.25d) 
where A;- is one of three components of magnetic vector potential and Vj is electric scalar potential, 
cek, fik are Lagrange multipliers, Nk is the shape function associated with the Lagrange 
multipliers, NUK is the number of nodes where Dirichlet boundary is imposed. In matrix 
notation, (4.25) may be succinctly written as 
As in the standard FEM methods, the matrix G is sparse, and (4.26) is solved using a 
standard non-stationary iterative solver such as (TF)QMR [28]. 
In this section we present the validation of EFG method and compare their solutions to 
those obtained using traditional FEM. Finally the technique will be applied to two-
dimensional quasi-static (eddy current NDE) problems. 
4.5.1 Convergence Study and Comparison with Traditional FE 
Consider the Poisson equation 
G A = Q (4.26) 
4.5 Applications and Results 
V2m(x,y) = 8/r2sin(2«x)sin(2^y) (x,y)€ [-0.5 0.5]x[-0.5 0.5] (4.27a) 
with boundary condition 
u(x, y) = 0 (4.27b) 
The analytical solution to this problem is 
u(x, y) = sin(2%r)sin(2ay) (4.27c) 
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(a) Effect of mesh density: Uniform meshes of 9x9,17x17,33x33,65x65 nodes are 
used with 4x4 Gaussian quadrature in each cell. EFG with linear and quadratic bases are 
used in the study, results are compared with those obtained by linear FEM. A typical surface 
plot of a numerical solution is shown in Figure 4.2. The error estimations in L2 and Hl 
norm are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. The error functions and convergence rate r are 
computed as 
I Ûerr(h) = ([(«""" - u""" )2 dCl}2 (4.28a) 
I 
Hlerr(h) = {Jq(«"""' -u'™')1 + £ (u"aum -u^ac,)2dÇi}2 (4.28b) 
ce=x,y 
r = log; (err(h) / err(2h)) (4.28c) 
It can be observed that the convergence rate of EFG depends on the scaling factor. The 
convergence rate of EFG method is higher than that of linear FEM in both Û and Hl norm, 
which varies from 2.1 to 3.1 in Û norm, and varies from 1.0 to 2.0 in Hl norm. We 
should mention that the EFG method is inherently a high order scheme that requires more 
computation overhead than linear FEM that is used for comparison. 
Figure 4.2 Surface plot of numerical solution. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) Error estimation in Û norm for the linear EFG. (b) Error estimation in Hl 
norm for the linear EFG. 
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Figure 4.4 (a) Error estimation in Û  norm for the quadratic EFG. (b) Error estimation in H l  
norm for the quadratic EFG. 
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Figure 4.5 (a) Error estimation in Û norm for different weight functions, (b) Error 
estimation in H1 norm for different weight functions. 
(b) Effect of weight function: As mentioned before, weight function is crucial to the 
convergence of numerical solution. Cubic splines, exponentials, and Gaussians are some of 
the commonly used weight functions. It is found that cubic spline has the best convergence 
property, while the exponential and Gaussian are better when the scaling factor is small. This 
is largely due to the fact that the latter two functions reduce the domain of influence, which 
in turn reduces the number of non-zero entries in the stiffness matrix. This reduction saves 
both computational time and memory. 
4.5.2 Application to Eddy Current NDT 
(a) Validation geometry - a disk: Now we consider a two-dimensional eddy current 
problem. The governing equation in A-V formulation is derived from Maxwell equations 
[22], 
V x^VxA(x,y) + joxrA(x,y) + dVV (x.y) = Js Cr,y) (4.29a) 
in a unit disk r < 1, with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
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A(x,y) = y , V (x, y) = 0 
I x 
(4.29b) 
on a unit circle r  =  1, where r  =  ( x 2  +  y 2 ) 2  .The analytical solution for this problem is 
where l l  ( x )  is the first kind of modified Bessel function. The numerical solution is shown in 
Figure 4.5c where a = \,a = \,/j. = \. The domain was uniformly discretized using a 6x6 
grid of nodes (Figure 4.6a), 4x4 cells for integration, and 4x4 Gaussian quadrature in each 
quadrature cell as shown in Figure 4.6b. The circular flow of eddy currents demonstrates that 
the model predictions are validated. To study the convergence behavior of this method, 
several discretizations namely, 9x9, 17x17 , 33x33, 65x65 nodal points were tried. EFG 
with linear bases was used in this study, and the results obtained were compared against 
those using linear FEM for the same discretizations. The error estimations in both Û and 
Hx norm are shown in Figure 4.7a and Figure 4.7b. 
The convergence rate (defined in (4.28)) of EFG method is 2.39 in Û norm, higher than 
linear FEM, whose convergence rate is 2.0. The convergence rate of EFG method is 1.35 in 
Hl norm, also higher than that of linear FEM. 
,  V ( x , y ) =  0 (4.32) 
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Figure 4.6 Eddy current in unit disk. 
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Figure 4.7 (a) Error estimation in Û norm, (b) Error estimation in H1 norm. 
(b) Experimental geometry - plate with tight crack: Assume an infinite-size conducting 
plate with a tiny crack along y direction ( width = 0, length = 1) is placed under a time-
varying harmonic current source in the x direction. The induced current will be along —x 
direction in the absence of crack, and will be perturbed by its presence. This geometry was 
modeled using the EFG method and results of induced current distribution are shown in 
Figure 4.9a. As shown in Figure 4.8, A tight crack is modeled without introducing any 
additional nodes (total 144 nodes) in the region in contrast to conventional FEM, which 
requires a larger number of nodes (total 180 nodes) and elements since at least two layers of 
elements is needed to model the crack. Figure 4.9b shows the difference of eddy current 
distribution, it shows that the two solutions are very close to each other. The induced current 
flows around the crack due to the electrical discontinuity. This again confirms the reliability 
of EFG methods to model cracks. 
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Figure 4.8 Discretization of solution region with a tight crack, (a) EFG (b) FEM 
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Figure 4.9 (a) Eddy current in presence of crack predicted by EFG. (b) Difference between 
EFG and FEM. 
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(c) Conducting plate in time-varying field: The third geometry considered for the 
purpose of model validation is a conducting plate, which is immersed in a time-varying 
harmonic magnetic field as shown in Figure 4.10a. Using B =l,a = 1, a = 1,// = 1, the 
induced eddy currents is calculated with both EFG and FE methods as shown in Figure 4.10b 
and Figure 4.10c. Both methods correctly predict the current continuity conditions and the 
eddy current flow around the sharp corners in the geometry. 
Both models use a discretization of 23x23 nodes uniformly distributed in region 
[-1.15 I.15]x[-l.l5 1.15], The relative total energy difference ( R ) between them is 6.82% 
which is mainly occurs at the corners. 
R = 
{ { n ( / / r o  - v / ™ ) -  + ( / / r o  - j y F E M ) 2 d n y -
(4.35) 
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Figure 4.10 (a) Geometry of an 'H' plate, (b) Numerical induced currents inside the plate 
calculated by EFG. (c) Numerical induced currents inside the plate calculated by FEM. (d) 
Difference between FEM and EFG. 
So far, through these examples, we see that EFG method can be successfully applied to 
the NDE problems in either static or quasi-static fields. Compared with usual FE Methods, 
EFG methods can obtain the same accuracy with less computation time and fewer data storage. 
Furthermore, EFG methods avoid the difficulties of large mesh changes in problems involving 
tight cracks. In the next, we will continue to exploit the EFG methods in multi-frequency and 
time-dependent problems. 
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CHAPTER 5. MULTIFREQUENCY AND PULSED EDDY 
CURRENT TECHNIQUES 
5.1 Introduction 
Non-destructive testing (NDT) technology that is based either on sinusoidal or on pulsed 
eddy current techniques is widely used in both aviation and nuclear industries for the 
detection of surface and subsurface defects and corrosion. The depth of penetration of the 
field depends on the conductivity of the sample and the operating frequency. At very low 
frequencies, the depth is large, while at high frequencies the depth is localized to the surface. 
For a given conductivity, one can detect cracks at a range of depths, for instance, detecting 
cracks in a multi-layered structure, by using a suitable mix of frequencies. In practice this is 
done using multifrequency or pulsed eddy current technique. The multifrequency technique 
is extensively used in nuclear utilities for extracting detect signals that are masked by 
unwanted signals from artifacts such as support plates. In the pulsed eddy current method, the 
signal's amplitude and time-to-zero-crossing (TZC) are two most essential features for defect 
characterization. The peak value is related to the size of defect and the depth location of 
defect, while TZC is mainly related to the defect depth [2]. The principle advantage of pulsed 
eddy current methods is that these time domain methods can yield information at a variety of 
frequency points that lie within the bandwidth of the pulse used [35]. This technology is 
extremely useful in analyzing multi-layered structures that are often encountered in the 
aerospace industry. 
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The analytic approach to eddy currents problems can be traced back to more than 40 
years ago; the theory for the response of a coil over a layered conducting structure for a 
single frequency was developed by Cheng, Dodd and Deeds [36]. By applying Laplace-
transform technique, Ludwig, Bowler and others have developed theoretical solutions for 
modeling of pulsed eddy currents in conducting half-space [35]-[37]. In the mean time, eddy 
currents techniques were widely applied to the detection of corrosion and cracks in multi-
layered aircraft structures in the Center for Nondestructive Evaluation at Iowa State 
University [38] [39]. In the next section, we will present several two-dimensional EFG 
models for multifrequency eddy current and pulsed eddy current testing. 
5.2 Multifrequency Eddy Currents 
Here we consider a two dimensional eddy current problem. The governing equation in 
A-V formulation, in frequency domain is given by 
V x—V x Â(x, y) + joxr[i4(x, y ) + V V(x, y)] = 0 (5. la) 
H 
in a disk r < 0.01, with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
A(x,y) = 
on r = r0(= 0.01), where r = (x2 + y2)2. The analytical solution for this problem is given by 
ry ' 
\~x j 
, V'(x,y) =0 (5.1b) 
%,/i(/:(wq%):%) 
, V(x,y)=0 (5.2) 
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where /,(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. We choose the conductivity 
a = 1.8867xlO7 Sim, permeability fi = 4xx\Q~1 H/m, and the frequency varies from 
10 Hz to 10 KHz. In EFG formulation, as the frequency increases, the matrix system 
becomes more ill conditioned, since the entries correspond to Lagrange multiplies do not 
change while all other entries increase with the frequency. By amplifying these unchanged 
entries with the frequency, the matrix system becomes well conditioned. Figure 5.1 shows 
the eddy currents inside the disk for various frequencies. Figure 5.2 demonstrates that the 
accuracy of EFG is affected by the excitation frequency, that is, both relative errors in 
norm and Hl norm increase with the frequency. But the numerical error is proportional to 
the spacing size, so it is controllable. Here spacing size is defined as the largest distance 
between two neighbor nodes. 
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Figure 5.1 Eddy currents in a disk with the excitation frequency of (a) 300 Hz (b) I KHz(c) 
3 KHz (d) 10 KHz. The length of arrow is proportional to amplitude of current density. 
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Figure 5.2 Relative error versus excitation frequency, (a) in Û norm (b) in Hx norm 
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5.3 Pulsed Eddy Currents 
The governing equations for the transient eddy current problem can be written in terms of 
the magnetic vector potential 5 and the electric scalar potential v as 
Here an implicit Coulomb gauge is applied, which results in a high degree of numerical 
stability. 
5.3.1 Time Domain Solution 
Using Galerkin formulation and Lagrange multiplier technique to (5.5) with EFG shape 
functions, we obtain 
Vx—V x 5(x, y ) + V[— V • â(x, y )] +^-[c*5(x, y ) + dVv(x, y)] = js(x,y) (5.5.a) 
M V & 
V • [^-(d5(x, y) + dVv(x, y))] = 0 (5.5b) 
Z[Ja(^VxÔ.) - (Vxô^+j-V - ô,V -Ô .d/Q]fl. 
/=l r1 M ;=1 
N , dv 2NUK » ,/zy N , 
j-i ul t=i "i y=i 
2N da N „ dv 
y [f ctfO; •$.<&]—^+Y[f (f?<t>rV<t>idQ]—±+ 
% }a y dt J dt 
(5.6.a) 
(5.6.b) 
(5.6.c) 
(5.6.d) 
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In matrix notation, this can be written as 
A\ 
GXA + G^ = Q (5.7) 
which is a system of ordinary differential equations. 
The vector A = [a l,a2,v l,---,a2k_ l,a2k,vk,---]T represents the unknown nodal values of the 
potential 5 and v. Gx, G, and Q are obtained by integration of the EFG shape functions. 
Equation (5.7) is solved by time stepping: the unknowns are solved at the time instances 
t = nAt, (n = 1,2,- -), At is the time step. Using implicit Euler's time stepping procedure, we 
get an algebraic equation 
(G, +—G, )An+1 = —G, A" + Q" (5.8) 
At At 
where A" denotes the value of A at t = nAt. The required initial condition A0 is obtained 
by neglecting G2 in Equation (5.8) and solving the remaining static equation. Note that 
implicit Euler scheme is always stable, so we can choose At = 1.0 ps which ensures the 
accuracy. 
Consider the geometry shown in Figure 5.3 that consists of a current source (an infinite 
wire) located 1.5mm above the conducting plate with current density of 25 Aim2, and a 
rectangular plate of length 1.44 mm and width 1mm. The objective is to compute the eddy 
currents that are induced on the plate. In this case, both the magnetic potential and current 
degrade to be scalars. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show values of potential and induced current at 
different times. The induction field spreads out and the peak value decreases with time as 
expected. The solution region is chosen as [-20 20] x[-10 20] mm1, which is large enough 
such that the field has decayed substantially. 
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5.3.2 Analytic Solution in Frequency Domain 
Alternatively, this problem can be solved analytically. Noting that the magnetic potential 
is a scalar, and the electrical potential is unnecessary, the governing equation is simplified as 
V2a(x, y) + cr-^-a(x, y) = js (x, y) (5.9) 
H at 
where a(x,y), js (x, y) denote the magnetic potential and source current in time domain. 
For a time harmonic varying field, the governing equation in frequency domain can be 
written as 
-jjV2A(x, y) + jûX7A(x, y) = Js (x, y) (5.10) 
where A(x,y), Js (x, y) are the corresponding quantities in frequency domain. 
Now supposing J s  =  S ( x ) S { y - h ) , the solution can de derived by separation of variables 
technique. Assume A(x,y )  = f ( x ) g ( y ), then 
—
+ f S y y )  + j a x t f g  = S ( x ) S ( y - h )  =0 at (x,y) * (0,A) (5.11) 
/" S So ——h—— = joxyfi , which is equivalent to 
/ S 
f . L + k 2 f =  0 (5.12 a) 
g^ - ( f c 2 +  j c o o n  ) g =  0 (5.12b) 
Due to geometric symmetry in x direction, (5.12a) has only solution in terms of cos(fcc). 
(5.12b) has solution in terms of e~K or en, where y1 -k1 + jcoafi. 
Based on superposition of these basic solutions, and applying zero boundary condition in the 
far field, the vector potential can be written as 
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A, (JC, y) = J" C, (it) cos(kx)e~kiy~h)dk (5.13a) 
A%(%, y) = J7 [C2(AV(y~A) + D2(t)g^]cos(W^ (5.13b) 
A3 (x,y) = C3(k)cos(kx)ewdk (5.13c) 
A- denotes the vector potential in the i th region as shown in Figure 5.3. This solution is 
called Green function of (5.10). The interface conditions in terms of the normal and 
tangential components of the electrical field and magnetic field can be expressed in terms of 
potentials as follows 
A, = A,., (5.14a) 
J* —- ( Kx + Aly ) ~ jaxrAdxdy = 1 (5.14b) 
M 
j0°. £. —-OC+A^)- jûXJAdxdy = 0 (5.14c) 
M 
Since A is finite and x symmetric, (5.14b) is same as 
So 
Similarly we have 
y ay dy 
_i(»)-a»)=0 (5.14C, 
JU dy dy 
Applying the interface conditions, we get 
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C, = C2 + D2e~kh  (5.15a) 
C1e~kh+D2=C3 (5.15b) 
£°-^-(C, + C2 - D2e-kh)cos(kx)dx = <?(%) (5.15c) 
C1e~khk - D2k = C3y (5.15d) 
Note that 
£"cos(kx)dk =—• j~ cos(kx)clk = j~ (e j kx  + e' j kx  )dk = -y(J(x) + 5(-x)) = /rtfCv) 
So (5.15c) can be replaced by 
-(C l+C,-D,e-kh)=- (5.15c') 
H n 
Finally, the coefficients is given by 
C, ( k )  = JL(\+±Zle-2kh ) (5.16a) 
2ak k + y 
CAk)=^~ (5.16b) 
2 7tk 
D, (it) =JL!iZZe-» (5.16c) 
27ik k + y 
C3{k)=--^—e-kh  (5.16d) 
;r fc + 7 
The solution of (5.10) should be the convolution of its Green function and source current 
excitation. Assume the source is uniformly distributed in a region [—rr]x[/z—A h + A] with 
current density of /„. Then we can derive the induce current in conducting half space as 
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J(x, y) = -j'ûxtAj (x, y) 0 Js  (x, y - A)) 
= -JffiqUJnr2Sin(tf) cos(fa)e"A (5 '7) OJo fik y k + y 
Finally, the induction field in time domain can be obtained by an inverse Fourier transform to 
(5.17). 
Figure 5.6 shows the induction field for various excitation frequencies. The solid lines denote 
the EFG solutions and the dash lines denote the analytic solutions. The numerical results lose 
some accuracy at low frequency region, and the cut-off error on boundaries will be 
significant as frequency becomes low, which is caused by skin depth effect. As expected, the 
EFG solutions agree with the analytical solutions quite well at higher frequency region. 
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Figure 5.6 Induced current in the conducting plate with a sinusoidal excitation and 
parameters r = 0.72 mm, A = 0.5 mm and h = 2 mm at (a) cc. = 400 Hz, (b) a. = 1 KHz, (c) 
a, =4KHz, (d) a =10KHz. The contour lines are drawn at value of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 
0.9 times peak value. 
As A becomes very small, the current source can be modeled as a sheet source with constant 
density of K0 = 2A/„, and in turn, Equation (5.17) turns to be 
J(x,y) = -jcoofj. r° sin(tr) —cos(kx)erydk (5.18) 
n Jo  kt k + y 
In time domain, if the current source is a step function, that is, 
I0 t> 0 
i (
'
) = (o t<0 ( 5 1 9 a> 
The corresponding frequency response is 
I(eu)=-2- (5.19b) jco 
From (5.18), the induced current in frequency domain can be expressed as 
/(*, y) = -afi—T ^ (fr7) _£—cos(kx)e / ydk (5.20) 
KJ0  kt k + y 
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By inverse Fourier transform, we obtain the induced current in time domain as 
exp(-_-ISL f- sin(fcr) r W 
, , y /Oytz . , I t  
j(x, y, t) = — f sin^f^c w exp(——) cos(kx) • [, 
;r Jo Jtr 
/^7 
\hr 4f )-
texp(-yt + )erfc(~J— + k )]<& 
<T// 2\ t y OfX 
where erfc is complementary error function defined as 
2 
eifc(x) = I • 
Jo 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
Comparing the EFG solution and analytical expression, we see they agree closely with 
each other as the width of current source approaches zero, which is shown in Figure 5.7. As 
time marches, the numerical error does not grow, so the method is very stable. 
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Figure 5.7 Induced current distribution along y axis at various time instances, (a) 
A = 0.5 mm (b) A =0.1 mm. Dashed lines denote the analytical solution, solid line denote 
the numerical solution. 
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5.4 Conducting plate under Current Foil 
So far we have studied the analytical solutions of the conducting half space. Using a 
similar approach, we obtain analytic expression for the current induced in a conducting plate 
by a current foil. 
Consider the problem shown in Figure 5.8. The current source is a semi-infinite sheet 
h (m) above the conducting plate with current density of Js {Aim1), the length of the 
current sheet is / (m) and the thickness is s (m). The thickness of the conducting plate is 
d (m). Assume Js = 8(x)8{y -h), then the vector potential can be written as 
A,(x,y) =£* C l(k)cos(kx)e~ l cydk 
A,(x, y) = £° [Cn{k)ek1 '  + D2(k)e~ky]cos(kx)dk 
Aj(x,y) = £° [C3{k)e i y  + D}(k)e~ i y]cos(kx)dk 
A4(x,y) = C^(.k)cos(kx)ekydk (5.23d) 
(5.23b) 
(5.23a) 
(5.23c) 
A, denotes the vector potential in the / th region as shown in Figure 5.8. 
Figure 5.8 Conducting plate under current sheet. 
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The interface conditions are written as 
--«i Ct (*)e = 
C, + C, - D, a-)e-tA = 4-
70c 
C2 (t) + D, (A-) = C3 (t) 4- £)3 (t) 
C2 (t)t - D, (t)t = C3 (k)y-D3 (t)y 
C3 (t)g-" + D3 (t)f* = C4 (t)g , -w 
C^k)^*-D3{k)y>* =C,(k)ke •M ,-fa/ 
(5.24a) 
(5.24b) 
(5.24c) 
(5.24d) 
(5.24e) 
(5.240 
Equations (5.24c-f) can be expressed in matrix form as 
'I I 
k -k A 
(\ i YcA 
r -rxD  3 y 
(5.25a) 
Yc. '  C,e~u " (5.25b) 
So 
fc3) 
1^3 y 
=c4  
^ Y £-ik-r)d 
2y 
k — y c~(k+r)d 
2 y 
(5.26a) 
= C. 
(k + y)~ (fc y) _~^+y)d 
Aky 4 ky 
k_~Y~ -(k-Y)d k ~Y~ _-(.k+y)d 
4 ky Aky 
(5.26b) 
By substituting (5.24a) into (5.24b), we obtain 
C,{k)^^-e-kh 
2jtk (5.27a) 
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Thus 
= Ûe~" (5'27d) 
c
'
w 
" * * Û g"v'""' (527e) 
D
'
(k)  
"*+- y)-^ k-w-L^rU ^ 
Assume the source is uniformly distributed in a region [-Tr]x[/z-A A + A] with current 
density of J0. We can express the magnetic vector potential in the first region as 
Â(x,y) = A l(x,y)®Js(x,y-h) 
= J,f qm •-2s in(*r )  "" cos(kx)e- t>dk ^ 
J0  t k 
and in other regions as 
\(x,y) = /„ f (C2(Ar)g^ + Z>,(fc)e~ty) ~2sm(*r) g** ~e " Cos(fcc)dk (5.28b) JO L- & 
Mx,y) = y0 r(C3 (t)f* + A (t)e^) 2sm(^'r) —cos(kx)dk (5.28c) j° t / 
Â(*,y) = /0f C4(A-)~2Sm(A:r) ~g ^ cos(kx)e t ydk (5.28d) J0 A- £ 
In the MOI modeling that was discussed in Chapter 3, the parameters chosen, are 
h = 0.37 mm, r = 30 mm, A =0.02 mm, d =1.5 mm, <x = 1.8867 xlO7 S and 
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Js  = 108 A/m2. Figure 5.9-10 show the comparison between exact solutions and numerical 
solutions, Dirichlet boundary condition were applied on upper Y boundary and lower Y 
boundary, both of them were set to be the values of exact solution. The numerical potential 
matches the exact solution very well in the solution domain, which indicates that the 
proposed method is accurate and reliable. For realistic complicated problems, the exact 
solutions are usually unknown, homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions can be applied, 
but requires a relative larger solution domain. 
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Figure 5.9 Magnetic vector potential with frequency of 3 KHz (a) real part (b) imaginary part 
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Figure 5.10 Magnetic vector potential with frequency of 10 KHz (a) real part (b) imaginary 
part 
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CHAPTER 6. 3D ELEMENT FREE GALERKIN METHOD 
6.1 Introduction 
Modeling a realistic problem in electromagnetics inevitably involves into solving a three-
dimensional fields equations. This chapter presents the extension of the work to modeling a 
3D problem. In the formulation of 2D or 3D EFG, one can use a circular weight function or 
tensor product weight. Contrast to circular weight, tensor product weight results in a 
relatively simple quadrature procedure. Similar to the expression in (4.13), a tensor product 
weight at any given point can be expressed as 
w(x - x j )  =  w x  •  wy • w. = w(rx ) • vv(ry) • vv(r.) (6.1) 
6.2 Numerical Implementation 
The static field problem and quasi-static field problem are two important issues in NDE. 
For electric static problem the field equations reduce directly to the Poisson equation. While 
for quasi-static problem the field equations can be simplified to the diffusive equation and 
involves both magnetic vector and electric scalar potential. The numerical procedure for the 
solution of these problems using 3D EFG formulation is very similar to that using FEM 
scheme. 
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6.2.1 Static Fields 
Consider the Poisson equation 
V2u(x,y,z) = Yin1 sin(2^c)sin(2^y)sin(2^) 
for (x, y, z) € [-0.5 0.5] x[-0.5 0.5] x[-0.5 0.5] (6.2a) 
with homogeneous boundary condition 
u(x,y,z) = 0 (6.2b) 
The analytical solution for this problem is 
«"""(x.y.z) = sin( 2m) sin( 2ny) sin( 2/e) (6.3) 
The 3D numerical model consists of nxnxn integration cells for n = 7,11,17,25 with 4x4 
Gaussian quadrature in each cell. Linear basis is applied to construct the shape function. The 
error estimations in Û and Hl norm are shown in Figure 6.1. Those errors can be written as 
Again, the convergence rate of EFG depends on the scaling factor. The convergence rate 
varies from 2.16 to 3.10 in Û norm for EFG, in contrast to 1.89 for linear FEM. The 
convergence rate in Hl norm varies from 1.10 to 2.16 for EFG, also higher than that of 
linear FEM. The results for computation cost are summarized in Fig. 18. For a fixed size of 
mesh, FEM is much less expensive than EFG; however, for a given precision EFG uses less 
computation time than FEM. The EFG has a high set up cost to assemble the matrix, which is 
la(u""c,)2dCl 
(6.4a) 
j$i(Mnum -«""")2 + -iCc ')2da , 
H lerr(h) = { 
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a bottleneck for meshless methods. A variety of matrix assembly techniques have been 
applied as reported in [40] by Han, Oliveira and Stewart. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.1 (a) Error estimation in Û norm for the linear EFG. (b) Error estimation in H{  
norm for the linear EFG. 
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Figure 6.2 Computation time for 3D Poisson Problems, (a) CPU time versus number of 
nodes, (b) The product of CPU time and numerical error versus number of nodes. 
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6.2.2 Quasi-static Fields 
In this section, we validate the 3D EFG method by comparing results against canonical 
problem and finally, demonstrate its application for analyzing a practical problem. 
The governing equations for eddy currents are given by Maxwell equations based on 
A - V formulation similar to those in the previous chapters. EFG method is applied for the 
solution of the differential equations. Some key differences between the two methods are (i) 
3D EFG shape function is of higher order than the linear FEM shape function, (ii) The 
stiffness matrix is assembled point by point (quadrature point), other than element by 
element, (iii) Boundary conditions are imposed using Lagrange multiplies technique in EFG, 
thus it results in a larger algebraic system than the normal FEM. The model is first validated 
using a simple geometry. 
(a) Conducting plate under current foil: An infinite sinusoidal AC current foil of 1 mm 
thick and 12 mm wide is placed above a conducting plate of 3 mm thick and infinite wide 
(both are infinite along current direction) as shown in Figure 6.3.  Current density is  I  A/m2 .  
The solution region is set as [-I212]x[-1212]x[-55]mm3, and 7x7x21 uniform 
distributed nodes were used for discretization. Boundary conditions are summarized in Table 
6.1. Figure 6.5-6 shows the X component of magnetic vector potential at different locations. 
It is observed that the real part of the numerical results approximates the analytic solution 
better than the imaginary part, this is because the real part is a dominant term in the complex 
form. 
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Table 6.1 Boundary conditions. 
Upper boundary ( z = 5 mm ) Ay = A. = 0, V = 0, Ax = the value 
of analytic solution 
Lower boundary ( z = -5 mm ) Ay  = A. = 0, V = 0, Ax = the value 
of analytic solution 
Left boundary ( x = -12 mm ) Ay  = A. = 0, V = 0, Ax  is free 
Right boundary ( x = 12 mm ) Ay = A. = 0, V = 0, Ax is free 
Front boundary ( y = -12 mm ) Ay = A. = 0, V = 0, Ax  is free 
Real boundary ( y = 12 mm ) Ay = A. = 0, V = 0, A, is free 
z 
k." 
Figure 6.3 Geometry of conducting plate under current foil. 
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i (mm) s (mm) 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.4 Magnetic vector potential at frequency of 3 KHz . (a) real part, (b) imaginary part. 
i (mm) «(mm) 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.5 Magnetic vector potential at frequency of 10 KHz. (a) real part, (b) imaginary 
part. 
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(b) Defects in Conducting plate: Here we introduce a defect in the conducting plate, and 
set the excitation frequency at I kHz. The solution region is chosen as 
[—1010]x[—l010]x[-5 2]/nm3. It has 11 nodes in X and Y directions, respectively, and 8 
nodes in Z direction. This produces a discretization with a total of 700 integration cells and 
968 nodes (3872 unknowns). 
Figure 6.6 shows the induced eddy currents in the conducting plate with a square EDM 
notch of 5 mm width and 1.5 mm depth. Both real part and imaginary part of the eddy 
currents in complex form are plotted. It is observed that the induced currents flow around the 
defect without passing across, which agrees with underlying physics and experiments. Figure 
6.7 shows the induced currents nearby a tight crack of 5 mm length and 3 mm depth (cutting 
through the sample plate). EFG does not require a fine mesh around the crack for accurately 
predicting the characteristics of the induction phenomenon. 
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Figure 6.6 Induced currents in the conducting plate, (a) Top view of the real part of currents 
(plane z = 0 ) (b) Top view of the imaginary part of currents (plane z = 0 ) (c) Side view of 
the real part of currents (plane y =0) (d) Side view of the imaginary part of currents (plane 
y =0) 
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Figure 6.7 Induced currents in the conducting plate, (a) Top view of the real part of currents 
(plane z = 0 ) (b) Top view of the imaginary part of currents (plane z = 0 ) (c) Side view of 
the real part of currents (plane y =0) (d) Side view of the imaginary part of currents (plane 
y = 0) 
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
The Magneto-Optic/Eddy Current imaging (MOI) method is a recently developed NDT 
technique used in aging aircraft inspection. Compared with traditional eddy current methods, 
it is attractive to industry due to some of its distinct characteristics. The availability of real­
time images of defect and large area coverage makes the detection and interpretation of 
inspected data fast and easy. At higher frequencies, MOI techniques can image and detect 
small, tight fatigue defect near rivet on the outer surface of aluminum aircraft skin; 
subsurface cracks and corrosion in the multiple layer structure can be detected at lower 
frequencies. The finite element method is a useful tool for optimizing the design of MOI 
sensor and developing processing algorithms for the analysis of MO image data. 
7.1 Summary of Work 
• Finite element model based on A-V formulation has been developed to simulate 
MO inspection. The model has been validated and successfully applied to a number 
of inspection geometries such as hole, corrosion, and cracks both in the first and 
second layer. It has been also applied to complex geometries such as cracks under 
fastener (CUF). 
• Modeling of complex geometry such as CUF where air gap and cracks are present 
near the rivet head results in a large linear system. A fast iterative solver called 
Transpose-Free Quasi Minimal Residual method has been applied with a proper 
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preconditioning technique such as incomplete LU method. The method shows a 
distinct advantage in terms of computational time and data storage. 
• In order to model the complex CUF geometry, Element-Free Galerkin (EFG) method 
has been studied. Two-dimensional models for the Poisson equation and eddy current 
geometry have been developed and compared with conventional FEM. 
• Multifrequency and pulsed eddy currents methods are two common techniques in 
NDT applications. Corresponding numerical models based on EFG method are 
constructed and verified. 
• 3D EFG method is developed to solve static and eddy current problems. Several 
initial results demonstrate a promising role for the EFG method in modeling NDT 
problems. 
7.2 Future Work 
Theoretically, meshless methods can achieve any desired accuracy depending on the 
order of shape functions. However, like conventional FEM method, the accuracy of EFG 
methods rely on the correctness of formulation, the regularity of discretization (and back 
ground mesh), the precision of interface and boundary conditions. The success of EFG 
method depends on how well it handles to an inhomogeneous, multiply connected complex 
geometry. In order to model a complicated NDT problem, an efficient way for pre setup is 
required before solving the matrix system. Several techniques have been reported, and this 
issue should as rigorously in the future. 
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Finally, in eddy current inverse problems, reconstruction of defect profile can be 
achieved by combining the corresponding forward model with optimization theory. 
Remeshing is usually required in every iterative step in a traditional FE forward model. A 
forward model based on meshless method can handle changes in defect profile more 
efficiently since only the position of nodes around the defect area needs to change and no 
remeshing is involved. 
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